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Letters to the Editor ... 

Brief comnumications are welcome and 
will be printed as space permits, sub
ject to the usual editing. 

TO THE EDITOR: 
You would be doing us a service if 

you would produce in your journal an 
authoritative article giving the Catholic 
moralJrinciples involved in the medi
cal an non-medical use of narcotics
drugs such as Nembutal, Seconal, and 
Demerol, as well as opium and heroin. 
Included should be something on 
marihuana. The matter should be dis
cussed from the medical point of view 
in your journal but what is specifically 
needed immediately is an authentic 
moral judgment as a guide to con
fessors and to doctors and nurses. We 
hope your journal will provide this 
as it is very much needed in many 
parts of our country. 

Rev. William G. Hutson 
Assistant Director 
Catholic Youth Organization 
1400 W. 9th St., 
Los Angeles 15, Calif. 

( Any volunteers ?-Ed.) 

TO THE EDITOR: 
As president of the Catholic medi

cal students' group at the University 
of Pennsylvania Medical School I am 
interested in compiling a bibliography 

76 

of books and articles pertinent t the 
development of the Catholic phy� :ian, 
the influence of his religion o his 
medicine, and the stimulus of me, cine 
to the practice of his religion. The 
Topical Index of THE LINACRE ( JAR· 
TERL Y is one source I have. D< you 
know of any other guides to :>oks 
and articles on medicine and Cat olic· 
ism? I would appreciate your a, vice. 

Tony Yurchak 
3803 Chestnu: St. 
Philadelphia , Pa. 

(List of pertinent references s, 1t.
Ed. ) 

TO THE EDITOR: 
I should like to make a bric but 

strong plea for a "Question and Ans
wer" section in THE LINACRE ( UAR· 
TERLY. What medico-moralists n eed 
badly-and I mean badly-are ccur· 
ate medical data. How can one solve 
medico-moral problems without i ow· 
ing precisely and accurately the edi· 
cal fact ( s) before applying the ,Jertt· 
nent moral principle(s)? I don't -.::now 
how often I have said this in ci ss to 
my students: "Get the facts stnight, 
then see what principles apply then 
apply them properly." 

Rev. N. f. Cournoyer 
Past01·1 Holy Family Church 
Lisbon Falls, Maine 

( Cf. p. 80, this issue.-Ed.) 

LINACRE QUARTERLY 

The Large Urban Catholic Hospital: 
Its Role in Contemporary America * 

EUGENE G. LAFORET, M.D. * * 

What is the specific mission of the 
large urban Catholic hospital in 
present-day America? In what essen
tials does such a hospital differ from 
its non-sectarian counterpart? Is it 
Catholic in auspices only? 

These questions are not rhetorical 
nor are the answers self-evident. 

Superfic,ially, at least, there is little 
difference between the Catholic hos
pital and any other, except perhaps 
for the presence of nuns and a scatter
ing of religious art. There is the same 
gift shop, the same parking problem, 
the same business office, the ·same 
snack bar. Even the Catholic chapel 
is duplicated in many non-sectarian 
. institutions, particularly those under a 
municipal, state, or federal aegis . .  And 
it is to the credit of chaplains that 
they are as available to the ill. in a 
non-Catholic hospital as to those in a 
Catholic institution. Why, then, the 
Catholic hospital? Perhaps some ans
wers become apparent when one reflects on the genesis of such institutions in the United States, for the !radition behind them is both edifyI?J( and glorious. In eras when bedside care of the sick was considered alowly and undesirable occupation, nursing orders of nuns undertook thistask from the motive of simple charityand .as a corporal work of mercy. Themedical annals of the Civil War arereplete with instances of heroism anddevotion by nursing orders. With thela�pe-scale immigration of German,Irish, Italian, and Slavic Catholics in
-

the latter part of the 19th Century, 
medical care for the destitute in great 
measure devolved upon Catholic hos
pitals. Additionally, in an era of big
otry such hospitals afforded oppor
tunity for the Catholic physician to 
work effectively and in good con
science. 

Today the situation has changed. 
The socio-economic cataclysm that had 
its inception in the unlamente.d 1e
pression is far from over and its m
fluence continues to be felt in all 
spheres of medici?e, from resid.ency
training to nursmg, from private 
practice to medical education. It is u�-

... realistic to aver that the Catholic 
hospital, alone of all medical institu
tions, has been immune. The rising 
standard of living, the almost univer
s�l availability of health insurance, the 
excellence of municipal and other 
civic hospitals-these have combined 
to make the predominantly charitable 
aspect of the Catholic hospital a thing 
of the past. Indeed, since operating 
expenses are comparable, it is not sur
prising that rates in Catholic hospitals 
are similarly comparable to those ob
taining elsewhere. How necessary is 
the Catholic hospital for the prac
ticing Catholic physician? Today the 
disability imposed by his religion is 
constantly lessenin_g and the· well
qualified Catholic doctor may gener
ally expect no difficulty in being ad
mitted to the staff of other hospitals. 

If the foregoing is an accurate esti
mate of the present situation-and 

*Reprinted, with permission, from Carney Hospital Journal 4 :2-6 Dec. 1962. 
**Clinical Instructor in Thoracic Surgery Boston University School of Medicine;member, Guild of St. Luke of Boston.
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there is little cause to suspect that it 
is not-does the Catholic hospital 
have a specific mission to fulfill in 
modern America? Does it differ sig
nificantly from any other hospital? 
In short, does it really have a raison
d'etre? The answer is an unqualified 
affirmative, since the outstanding rea
son for the existence of the Catholic 
hospital today is perhaps more com
pelling than reasons adduced at any 
time in the past. For the Catholic 
hospital has evolved-or should have 
evolved-from an apostolate of the
indigent to an apostolate of the in
tellectual. 

* * * * 

Although murmurs had been audi-
ble previously, vigorous, purposeful, 
and. constructive criticism of the ap
palling lack of intellectual distinction 
among American Catholics probably 
dates from 1955, when Rt. Rev. John 
Tracy Ellis, then Professor of Church 
History at the Catholic University of 
America, delivered his now-famous 
indictment.1 Additional distinguished 
voices have been raised, including 
those of Rev. John J. Cavanaugh of 
the University of Notre Dame and 
Professor Marston Morse of the In
stitute for Advanced Study at Prince
ton University. Dispassionate self. 
criticism, that first requisite for any 
alteration in the status quo, has seem
ingly been accomplished. It is not yet 
possible to assess, however, the prac
tical achievements that may have re
sulted from the past half-decade of 
serious preoccupation with the prob
lem. 

While medicine is a science and 
an intellectual discipline, it is also a 
craft and an art, a profession and a 
means of livelihood. As such it has 
afforded-and continues to afford
material support to those willing to 

1Ellis, John Tracy: American Catholics and 
the Intellectual Life, 63 pp., Chicago: 
The Heritage Foundation, Inc., 156. 
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assume its responsibilities. This s a 
unique privilege not as readily a ·ail
able to the antiquarian, botanisr or 
linguist. Thus, while an intelle tual 
tradition in such sciences as astroi 1my 
or mathematics has largely been ;:,re
dicated on an independent fina cial 
status for one or more general :ms,
medicine as a lifetime pursuit has 
long been practicable for thos of 
limited means. This economic "act, 
more than any other reason, ace unts 
for the preponderance of phys 1ans 
among American Catholic me of 
science. Catholic physicians, ir all 
probability, constitute the largest )ody 
of scientifically and intellectuall, pre
pared laymen in the Church of ,res
ent-day America. From such a f. wup 
much might be expected. 

In the nice distinction of the 1eta· 
physician, has this potency bee 1 re· 
duced to act? Generally speaki · g, it 
has not. 

It is true, surprisingly, tha the 
Catholic record in the sciences i bet
ter than in the humanities. Acee ding 
to Knapp and Greenbaum,2 "Ca olic 
institutions, though exceptional! un· 
productive in all areas of schol3 ship, 
achieve their best record in the 
sciences." This is faint praise ir deed. 
Granted that the analysis has a 0olely 
academic background, it seems a least 
equally applicable to the overali situ· 
ation. Despite a few bright spots, ex· 
ceptional chiefly in that they are the 
exception, the Catholic contribution 
to the medical sciences in America has 
been hardly more than pedestrian. 
Appropriately, the six Catholic medi
cal schools have assumed an active 
role in improving the situation, but 
even here the response to the con· 
tinuing intellectual challenge is some· 
times suboptimal. The record of the 
2Knapp, Robert H. and Greenbaum, Jo· 

seph, J.: The Younger American Scholar: 
His Collegiate Origins, Chicago, 1953 
(page 2), ( cited by Msgr. Ellis) 
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Catholic hospitals--which is really the ates his relationship to the cosmos; a 
record of their Catholic medical staffs philosopher in the literal sense of one 
-is not outstanding. Although nu- who loves wisdom; in short, one who
merically far surpassed by Catholics has a truly catholic outlook. It pre
and laboring under even more rigor- supposes no minimum of formal edu
ous disabilities, the Jewish community cation, although the intellectual will 
in this country has produced such often have been stimulated to seek 
institutions as New York's Mount as much formal education as possible. 
Sinai, Boston's Beth Israel, and Chi- It must not be assumed that scien
cago's Michael Reese. Do the names tific proficiency is synonymous with 
of comparable Catholic hospitals scientific intellectualism, but it repre
spring immediately to mind? sents a necessary attribute-a lingua

In what has actually been a brief franca as it were-that enables the 
span of years the Catholic Church in intellectual Catholic physician to com
the United States has attained matur- municate with his non-Catholic col
ity, and with such maturity have come league. It is the bridge over which 
responsibilities. Not the least of these respect for the Catholic's scientific 
is that to the community of American achievement may most readily be fol
in_tellectuals. As happily expressed by lowed by respect for his philosophic 
Bishop John Wright,3 "How shall we and religious tenets. The canard is 
persuade intellectuals to find in still heard that, since Catholic scien
Christ, the Logos, the Eternal Word tists are few, the Church is inimical, 
�ade flesh to dwell among us, a di- or at least inhospitable, to science. It 
v:me prototype of their special voca- ... is an irony that this fallacious proposi
tion and unique dignity, as we have tion can be satisfactorily corrected not 
· persuaded workers to find their model by demonstrating the inherent error of
in the Carpenter's Son, Christian logic but by altering the initial
youth to find a model in the youth- premise. 
ful Christ's obedi_ence to Joseph and · But the end is not yet. It is farMary at Nazareth, and patriotic citi- from enough that the need for inzens to see the exemplar of their creased intellectual activity within pr�rr loyalty in the Christ who Catholic hospitals be recognized and pat the coi

i:i 
o� tribute and wept acted upon. The necessity for comt�rs of �redtlectton over the capitalCity . o� Hts nation? A spirituality of mtmication, for "dialogue," remains. 

Christian humanism, centered about In the field of medicine, this implies 
the concept of Christ the Divine In- both "speaking" and "writing." By 
tellectual, is a critical need of our virtue of his education, formal and 
generation .... " The Catholic hospi- otherwise, the Catholic physician 
tal, as the prime instrument of its should be the most articulate of men. 
�atholic medical staff, cannot longer That he has not been is a matter of 
i�nore its new and paramount mis- record and, it is to be hoped, of 
sion, the apostolate of the intellectual. history. The reasons are now largely 
. What is an intellectual? Simply, it academic and in general have been
ts o�e who, in the midst of his im- fully explored by Msgr. Ellis. The
mediate labo be h future is at hand and with it the onus. . rs, t ey technical ar-tistic, or other, ponders and appreci- upon the Catholic physician, as a
_ Catholic, as an intellectual, and as a 
8:rigbt, John: in the prefatory note· to man of science, both to have some-

sgr. Ellis' paper. thing to say and to say it. 
MAv, 1964 79 
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